DOMAINE DE MONTVAC

CÔTES DU RHÔNE

Founded in 1860, Domaine de Montvac has been passed from
mother to daughter for the past three generations. Cécile
Dusserre is the current winemaker in this long line of women
and is now joined by her husband Jean and her daughters in
the vineyard or cellar. And with three daughters of her own, the
matrilineal tradition will most certainly live on.

This family run winery holds a total of 22 hectares of organically
certified vineyards: 3 ha. in Gigondas, 2 ha. in Cotes du Rhone,
and 17 ha. in Vacqueyras. Domaine de Montvac does not use
herbicides or pesticides. Embellishing the nature of the local
climate, Cécile harvests when the grapes are slightly overripe.
“The notion of the terroir translates,” says Cécile. “The vineyard
has roots which can go back to 50 or 60 inches below to get all
the potential of the soil.” In Vacqueyras, the yields are low to
provide maximum concentration. Subject to the Mistral winds,
which cool the Rhone Valley by a few degrees for a third of the
year, Cécile Dusserre’s small plot of vines is lined with pine trees
that help protect vines from Mistral gusts. And while these
cooler temps help keep the vines free of humidity, and thereby
free of disease, they also helps concentrate the grapes.
Trained in classical dance, Dusserre remains focused on motion
and this inspires the wines and their names. In 1992, she began
training with her father, an oenologist. She developed a light
touch in the cellar and prefers not to crush the fruit, but only
destems the clusters. All fermentations are spontaneous and use
native yeast.

Varietal/Blend: Grenache and Syrah
Farming: non-certified but virtually all organic practices
Elevation/Exposure: 140m / S
Soil: chalky clay
Ave Year Vines Planted: 2010
Harvest Technique: by hand
Yeast: natural
Fermentation: clusters are 100% de-stemmed / varieties are cofermented in stainless steel but the lots are kept separate by
terroir until blending
Aging: 5 months in cement tanks
Alcohol: 13.5%
Fined: yes
Filtered: yes
Vegan: yes
Sulfur: 50mg/L
Country: France
Region: Rhône
Sub Region: 95% of the fruit comes from AOC status vineyards
from Vacqueyras or Gigondas the reminder is classified Côtes du
Rhône
Vineyard Size: 2 ha, 5,000 vines per ha
Production #s: 1,000 cases
“The vines are a massale selection grafted on R140 rootstock.
Yields are 60hl/ha. As for our Vacqueyras and Gigondas cuvées,
fermentation temperatures are strictly controlled to preserve each
variety's aromatic power. However, maceration time is shorter in
order to achieve supple, mouth-watering wines whose essential
feature is the aromatic complexity of the fruit.”
More at www.domainedemontvac.fr
office@tedwardwines.com
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